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 2008, to provide a useful companion for course work and advanced study. In the last two decades, the size of all small satellites
has increased dramatically, which has put a tremendous burden on launch vehicles, especially expendable systems. To satisfy the

demand for high per-unit price, many new expendable launch vehicles have emerged, and have been very successful. China,
Russia, Europe, and a number of Asian nations are actively developing new launch vehicles, while America is still trying to stay
the only launch game in town. In this context, lightweight small satellite launch technology becomes increasingly important. It is
expected that the number of small satellites launched may reach 2000 per year in the next decade. Also, with the improvement
of small satellite technology, the development of autonomous exploration and high-data-rate communication satellites for the

future space applications also becomes increasingly important. The concept of small satellites has become a "must" in the space
industry. This book focuses on the basic technology and design of small satellite launch vehicles and the physics and

performance of launch stages. This book describes the theory and design of small satellite launch vehicles, and provides both a
quantitative and qualitative introduction to the various aspects of small satellite launch technology. It is intended to enable

readers to design their own small satellite launch vehicles. In recent years, with the development of space exploration
technology, an increasing number of experiments with scientific experiments aboard satellites are conducted. In addition, with
the development of space equipment, the demands for the communication of data in space and the control and observation of
space environment are also increasing. It is obvious that to meet the demands of modern science and technology, to the extent

possible, unmanned scientific space exploration should be done. As a means of realization, small satellite technology is
becoming a "must" in the space industry. It is expected that in the future there will be thousands of small satellites in orbit,
which will certainly provide an important driving force to the development of space science and technology. Key Features
provides a quantitative and qualitative introduction to the various aspects of small satellite launch technology is intended to
enable readers to design their own small satellite launch vehicles describes the theory and design of small satellite launch

vehicles and the physics and performance of launch stages Includes numerous examples of satellite design with a focus on
performance and cost Numerous real-world examples of small satellite designs with emphasis on launch vehicle concepts,

structure, rocket engines, and payload Examined the Theory and Practice of Rocket Science Section One: 82157476af
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